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Practice Objectives / Notes:

1)  U12 Stations 2 DRILL OBJECTIVE: 24 min.
KEY ELEMENTS: ORGANIZATION: Station 1: Puck Skills- X skates on the inside of

the cones and makes two indirect passes to himself then skates
behind the net and performs a give and go with the coach. X then
skates around the two outside cones, slaloms down the middle
cones and shoots to score. Switch sides each time.
Station 2: Passing/Timing- X breaks as O retrieves a puck after
shooting on net. O passes to X who goes down and shoots to
score. X curls and picks up a puck to restrart the timing and
activates the next player. Players need to keep their heads and
eyes up to maintain the same timing on both sides of the ice. Tell
them not to hurry but to make sure they execute the drill.
Station 3: Small area competition- Players play in a small area in
all different configurations. Play 2v1, 2v2, 3v2, etc. you can add in
clear to the coach to get on offense, designate offense and
defense, etc. Be creative and let them compete. 
VARIATION: 
GOALIE: 

2)  U12 Small Area Games 2 DRILL OBJECTIVE: 15 min.
KEY ELEMENTS: ORGANIZATION: Game 1: Regroup/Breakout game

Players must regroup/breakout with the coach behind the net they
are defending before they can go on offense.

Game 2: Gretzky game
Players must pass to a teammate behind their attacking net before
being able to attempt to score. The player behind the net (Gretzky)
can move laterally behind the net but must not cross the goal line.
Emphasize moving to get open.
VARIATION: 
GOALIE: 

Post-Practice Comments: Skating/Puckhandling (10 minutes)
1)Players skate around the rink handling a puck while the coach yells out
different agility moves to perform (drop to knees, Russian walk, pull puck
through legs, jumps).
2)Players skate around the rink with pucks. On the whistle they enter the
nearest circle and stickhandle through traffic within the circle. On the next
whistle, the players exit the circle and continue rotation. The players go each
direction.
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